N-Body simulations are an important tool in the study of formation of large scale structures. Much of the progress in understanding the physics of galaxy clustering and comparison with observations would not have been possible without N-Body simulations. Given the importance of this tool, it is essential to understand its limitations as ignoring these can easily lead to interesting but unreliable results. In this paper we study the limitations due to the finite size of the simulation volume. In an earlier work we proposed a formalism for estimating the effects of a finite box-size on physical quantities and applied it to estimate the effect on the amplitude of clustering, mass function. Here, we extend the same analysis and estimate the effect on Skewness and Kurtosis in the perturbative regime. We also test the analytical predictions from the earlier work as well as those presented in this paper. We find good agreement between the analytical models and simulations for the two point correlation function and Skewness. We also discuss the effect of a finite box size on relative velocity statistics and find the effects for these quantities scale in a manner that retains the dependence on the averaged correlation functionξ.
INTRODUCTION
Large scale structures like galaxies and clusters of galaxies are believed to have formed by gravitational amplification of small perturbations. For an overview and original references, see, e.g., Peebles (1980) ; Peacock (1999) ; Padmanabhan (2002) ; Bernardeau et al. (2002) . Density perturbations are present at all scales that have been observed (Percival et al. 2007; Komatsu et al. 2008) . Understanding evolution of density perturbations for systems that have fluctuations at all scales is essential for the study of formation of galaxies and large scale structures. The equations that describe the evolution of density perturbations in an expanding universe have been known for a long time (Peebles 1974) and these are easy to solve when the amplitude of perturbations is much smaller than unity. These equations describe the evolution of density contrast defined as δ(r, t) = (ρ(r, t) −ρ(t))/ρ(t). Here ρ(r, t) is the density at r at time t, andρ is the average density in the universe at that time. These are densities of non-relativistic matter, the component that clusters at all scales and is believed to drive the formation of large scale structures in the universe. Once density contrast at relevant scales becomes large, i.e., |δ| ≥ 1, the perturbation becomes nonlinear and coupling with perturbations at other scales cannot be ignored. The equation for evolution of density perturbations cannot be solved for generic perturbations in this regime. N-Body simulations (Bertschinger 1998 ; Bagla and Padmanabhan 1997b; Bagla 2005; Dolag et al. 2008 ) are often used to study the evolution in this regime. Alternative approaches can be used if one requires only a limited amount of information and in such a case either quasi-linear approximation schemes (Zel'dovich 1970; , 1989; Matarrese et al. 1992; Brainerd et al. 1993; Bagla & Padmanabhan 1994; Sahni & Coles 1995; Hui & Bertschinger 1996; Bernardeau et al. 2002) or scaling relations (Davis & Peebles 1977; Hamilton et al. 1991; Jain et al. 1995; Kanekar 2000; Ma 1998; Nityananda & Padmanabhan 1994; Padmanabhan et al. 1996; Peacock & Dodds 1994; Padmanabhan 1996; Peacock & Dodds 1996; Smith et al. 2003) suffice.
In cosmological N-Body simulations, we simulate a representative region of the universe. This is a large but finite volume and periodic boundary conditions are often used. Almost always, the simulation volume is taken to be a cube. Effect of perturbations at scales smaller than the mass resolution of the simulation, and of perturbations at scales larger than the box is ignored. Indeed, even perturbations at scales comparable to the box are under sampled.
It has been shown that perturbations at small scales do not influence collapse of perturbations at much larger scales in a significant manner (Peebles 1974 (Peebles , 1985 Little et al. 1991 ; Bagla & Padmanabhan 1997a; Couchman & Peebles 1998; Bagla & Prasad 2008) . This is certainly true if the scales of interest are in the non-linear regime (Bagla & Padmanabhan 1997a; Bagla & Prasad 2008 ). Therefore we may assume that ignoring perturbations at scales much smaller than the scales of interest does not affect results of N-Body simulations.
Perturbations at scales larger than the simulation volume can affect the results of N-Body simulations. Use of periodic boundary conditions implies that the average density in the simulation box is same as the average density in the universe, in other words we ignore perturbations at the scale of the simulation volume (and at larger scales). Therefore the size of the simulation volume should be chosen so that the amplitude of fluctuations at the box scale (and at larger scales) is ignorable. If the amplitude of perturbations at larger scales is not ignorable then clearly the simulation is not a faithful representation of the model being studied. It is not obvious as to when fluctuations at larger scales can be considered ignorable, indeed the answer to this question depends on the physical quantity of interest, the model being studied and the specific length/mass scale of interest as well.
The effect of a finite box size has been studied using N-Body simulations and the conclusions in this regard may be summarised as follows.
• If the amplitude of density perturbations around the box scale is small (δ < 1) but not much smaller than unity, simulations underestimate the correlation function though the number density of small mass haloes does not change by much (Gelb & Bertschinger 1994a,b) . In other words, the formation of small haloes is not disturbed but their distribution is affected by non-inclusion of long wave modes.
• In the same situation, the number density of the most massive haloes drops significantly (Gelb & Bertschinger 1994a,b; .
• Effects of a finite box size modify values of physical quantities like the correlation function even at scales much smaller than the simulation volume .
• The void spectrum is also affected by finite size of the simulation volume if perturbations at large scales are not ignorable (Kauffmann & Melott 1992) .
• It has been shown that properties of a given halo can change significantly as the contribution of perturbations at large scales is removed to the initial conditions but the distribution of most internal properties remain unchanged (Power & Knebe 2006) .
• We presented a formalism for estimating the effects of a finite box size in Bagla & Prasad (2006) . We used the formalism to estimate the effects on the rms amplitude of fluctuations in density, as well as the two point correlation function. We used these to further estimate the effects on the mass function and the multiplicity function.
• The formalism mentioned above was used to estimate changes in the formation and destruction rates of haloes (Prasad 2007) .
• It was pointed out that the second order perturbation theory and corrections arising due this can be used to estimate the effects due to a finite box size (Takahashi et al. 2008) . This study focused specifically on the effects on Baryon acoustic oscillations.
• If the objects of interest are collapsed haloes that correspond to rare peaks, as in the study of the early phase of reionisation, we require a fairly large simulation volume to construct a representative sample of the universe (Barkana & Loeb 2004; Reed et al. 2008 ).
In some cases, one may be able to devise a method to "correct" for the effects of a finite box-size (Colombi et al. 1994 ), but such methods cannot be generalised to all statistical measures or physical quantities.
Effects of a finite box size modify values of physical quanti-ties even at scales much smaller than the simulation volume Bagla & Prasad 2006) . A workaround for this problem was suggested in the form of an ensemble of simulations to take the effect of convergence due to long wave modes into account (Sirko 2005) , the effects of shear due to long wave modes are ignored here. However it is not clear whether the approach where an ensemble of simulations is used has significant advantages over using a sufficiently large simulation volume. We review the basic formalism we proposed in (Bagla & Prasad 2006) in §2. We then extend the original formalism to the cases of non-linear amplitude of clustering and also for estimating changes in Skewness and other reduced moments of counts in cells. This is done in §3. In §4 we confront our analytical models with N-Body simulations. We end with a discussion in §5.
THE FORMALISM
Initial conditions for N-Body simulations are often taken to be a realisation of a Gaussian random field with a given power spectrum, for details see, e.g., Bagla and Padmanabhan (1997b) ; Bertschinger (1998) ; Bagla (2005) ; Dolag et al. (2008) . The power spectrum is sampled at discrete points in the k space between the scales corresponding to the box size (fundamental mode) and the grid size (Nyquist frequency/mode). Here k is the wave vector.
We illustrate our approach using rms fluctuations in mass σ(r), but as shown below, the basic approach can be generalised to any other quantity in a straightforward manner. In general, σ(r) may be defined as follows:
Here P (k) is the power spectrum of density contrast, r is the comoving length scale at which rms fluctuations are defined, k = k 2 x + k 2 y + k 2 z is the wave number and W (kr) is the Fourier transform of the window function used for sampling the density field. The window function may be a Gaussian or a step function in real or k-space. We choose to work with a step function in real space where W (kr) = 9 (sin kr − kr cos kr) 2 /(k 6 r 6 ), see e.g., §5.4 of Padmanabhan (1993) for further details. In an N-Body simulation, the power spectrum is sampled only at specified points in the k-space. In this case, we may write σ 2 (r) as a sum over these points.
Here σ 2 0 (r) is the expected level of fluctuations in mass at scale r for the given power spectrum and σ 2 (r, L box ) is what we get in an N-Body simulation at early times. We have assumed that we can approximate the sum over the k modes sampled in initial conditions by an integral. Further, we make use of the fact that small scales do not influence large scales to ignore the error contributed by the upper limit of the integral. This approximation is valid as long as the scales of interest are more than a few grid lengths.
In the approach outlined above, the value of σ 2 at a given scale is expressed as a combination of the expected value σ 2 0 and the correction due to the finite box size σ 2 1 . Here σ 2 0 is independent of the box size and depends only on the power spectrum and the scale of interest. It is clear than σ 2 (r, L box ) ≤ σ 2 0 (r), and, σ 2 1 (r, L box ) ≥ 0. It can also be shown that for hierarchical models, dσ 2 1 (r, L box )/dr ≤ 0, i.e., σ 2 1 (r, L box ) increases or saturates to a constant value as we approach small r.
At large scales σ 2 0 (r) and σ 2 1 (r, L box ) have a similar magnitude and the rms fluctuations in the simulation become negligible compared to the expected values in the model. As we approach small r the correction term σ 2 1 (r, L box ) is constant and for most models it becomes insignificant in comparison with σ 2 0 (r). In models where σ 2 0 (r) increases very slowly at small scales or saturates to a constant value, the correction term σ 2 1 can be significant at all scales.
This formalism can be used to estimate corrections for other estimators of clustering, for example the two point correlation. See Bagla & Prasad (2006) for details.
The estimation of the rms amplitude of density perturbations allows us to use the theory of mass function and estimate a number of quantities of interest. For details, we again refer the reader to Bagla & Prasad (2006) but we list important points here.
• The fraction of mass in collapsed haloes is under-estimated in N-Body simulations. This under-estimation is most severe near the scale of non-linearity, and falls off on either side. If we consider fractional under-estimation in the collapsed fraction then this increases monotonically from small scales to large scales.
• The number density of collapsed haloes is under-estimated at scales larger than the scale of non-linearity. The maximum in collapsed fraction near the scale of non-linearity leads to a change of sign in the effect of a finite box-size for the number density of haloes at this scale: at smaller scales the number density of haloes is over-estimated in simulations. This can be understood on the basis of a paucity of mergers that otherwise would have led to formation of high mass haloes.
• The above conclusions are generic and do not depend on the specific model for mass function. Indeed, expressions for both the Press-Schechter (Press & Schechter 1974) and the Sheth-Tormen (Sheth & Tormen 1999; Sheth, Mo, & Tormen 2001) mass functions are given in Bagla & Prasad (2006) , and we have also checked the veracity of our claims for the Jenkins et al. (2001) mass function.
REDUCED MOMENTS
In this section we outline how the formalism and results outlined above may be used to estimate the effect of a finite box-size on reduced moments. Reduced moments like the Skewness and Kurtosis can be computed using perturbation theory in the weakly non-linear regime (Bernardeau 1994) . The expected values of the reduced moments are related primarily to the slope of the initial or linearly extrapolated σ 2 (r), as all non-Gaussianities are generated through evolution of the Gaussian initial conditions and the initial σ 2 (r) characterises this completely. We can use the expression for σ 2 (r) as it is realised in simulations with a finite box size to compute the expected values of reduced moments in N-Body simulations in the weakly non-linear regime.
S3 0 is the expected value of S3 for the given mode, i.e., when there are no box corrections and S3 1 is the correction term in S3 due to a finite box size. Box size effects lead to a change in slope of σ 2 , and hence the effective value of n changes. The last term is the offset in Skewness in N-Body simulations as compared with the expected values in the model being simulated. We would like to emphasise that this expression is valid only in the weakly non-linear regime.
In general we expect σ 2 1 /σ 2 0 to increase as we go to larger scales. Thus the Skewness is under estimated in N-Body simulations and the level of under estimation depends on the slope of σ 2 1 /σ 2 0 as compared to the slope of σ 2 0 . In the limit of small scales where σ 2 1 is almost independent of scale, we find that the correction is:
Here n is the index of the initial spectrum we are simulating. For non-power law models this will also be a function of scale. The correction becomes more significant at larger scales and the net effect, as noted above, is to under estimate S3. Similar expressions can be written down for Kurtosis and other reduced moments using the approach outlined above. We give the expression for Kurtosis below, but do not compute further moments as the same general principle can be used to compute these as well. 
N-BODY SIMULATIONS
In this section we compare the analytical estimates for finite box size effects for various quantities with N-Body simulations. Such a comparison relevant in order to test the effectiveness of approximations made in computing the effects of a finite box size. We have made the following approximations:
• Effects of mode coupling between the scales that are taken into account in a simulation and the modes corresponding to scales larger than the simulation box are ignored. We believe that this should not be important unless the initial power spectrum has a sharp feature at scales comparable with the simulation size.
• Sampling of modes comparable to the box size is sparse, and the approximation of the sum over wave modes as an integral can be poor if the relative contribution of these scales to σ1 is significant. Table 1 gives details of the N-Body simulations used in this paper. In order to simulate the effects of a finite box size, we used the method employed by where initial perturbations are set to zero for all modes with wave number smaller than a given cutoff kc. The initial conditions are exactly the same as the reference simulation in each series in all other respects. For a finite simulation box, there is a natural cutoff at the fundamental wave number k f = 2π/L box and simulations A1 and B1 impose no other cutoff. These are the reference simulations for the two series of simulations. Simulations A2 and B2 sample perturbations at wave numbers larger than 2k f whereas simulations A3 and B3 are more restrictive with non-zero perturbations above 4k f . The cutoff of 2k f and 4k f in this case corresponds to scales of 100 and 50 grid lengths, respectively.
We have chosen to work with models where box size effects are likely to be significant, particularly with the larger cutoff in wave number. This has been done to test our analytical model in a severe situation, and also to further illustrate the difficulties in simulating models with large negative indices.
We present results from N-Body simulations in the following section.
Results
We begin with a visual representation of the simulations. Figure 1 shows a slice from simulations A1, A2 and A3 at two different epochs. The left panel is for the early epoch when r nl = 2 grid lengths in the model without a cutoff, and the right panel is for r nl = 8 grid lengths. The top row is for the simulation A1, the middle row is for the simulation A2 and the lowest row is for the simulation A3. The relevance of box size effects is apparent as the large scale structure in the three simulations is very different even at the early epoch when r nl = 2, much smaller than the effective box size for these simulations. Disagreement between different simulations becomes even more severe as we go to the later epoch with r nl = 8 grid lengths.
Visual appearance for simulations B1, B2 and B3, shown in Figure 2 follows the same pattern. In this case the spectral index is closer to −3 than for simulations of the A series shown in Figure 1 , hence the larger scale modes are more important for evolution of perturbations even at small scales. It is interesting to note that the largest under-dense region in simulation B1 at early times is already comparable to the box size and hence we require L box /r nl 100 for the effects of a finite box-size to be small enough to be ignored for simulations of the power law model with n = −2.5. This constraint is even stronger for models with the slope of the power spectrum closer to n = −3.
Clustering Amplitude
The left column in Figure 3 shows the averaged correlation functionξ for the simulations being studied here. The top-left panel is for simulations A1, A2 & A3 at an early epoch (r nl = 2 grid lengths in the model without a cutoff) and the second panel from top in this column showsξ for the same simulations at a late epoch (r nl = 8 grid lengths. The third and fourth panel show the same for the simulations in the B series at the two epochs, at early and late epochs respectively. We have shownξ as a function of scale in these panels. Also shown are the linearly extrapolated values ofξ computed using our formalism for estimating the effects of a finite box-size. Data from N-Body simulations is shown as thick curves whereas the theoretical estimate is shown as thin curves with the corresponding line style. It is clear that the analytical estimate for ξ in a finite box captures the qualitative nature of the change from the expected values, even though the analytical estimate is linearly extrapolated whereas we are comparing it with results from an N-Body simulation. This is the main reason for disagreement between two curves at small scales where we expect departures from linear theory. Our analysis works better for the n = −2 model used in the A series of simulations as compared to the B series of simulations for the n = −2.5 model where it systematically under-estimates the suppression ofξ.
Skewness
The middle column in Figure 3 shows the corresponding plots for S3, shown here as a function of scale. Apart from the lines that show S3 from simulations (thick lines) and our analytical estimate for the weakly non-linear regime (thin lines), we also show the value of S3 expected in the weakly non-linear regime in absence of any finite box size effects. The analytical estimate of S3, computed using Eqn.(3) matches well with the values in N-Body simulation at the relevant scales. It is noteworthy that the match between the two is better for a larger cutoff in wave numbers. We believe that this is (A1 and B1) , kc = 2k f (A2 and B2) and kc = 4k f (A3 and B3) are represented by the solid, dashed and dot-dashed lines respectively. In all the panels, corresponding to every model in simulation (thick lines) theoretical estimates (thin lines) are also shown. due to sparse sampling of the initial power spectrum at scales comparable to the box size and due to this our approximation of the sum over wave modes by an integral is not very good. This becomes particularly severe if some of these modes take on exceptional values, far away from the typical value.
Mass Function
The right column in Figure 3 shows the number density of haloes for the same set of simulations as a function of mass of haloes. The haloes have been identified using the Friends of Friends (FOF) method with a linking length of 0.2 in units of the grid length. Plotted in the same panels are the expected values computed using the Press-Schechter mass function with a correction for the finite box size. Here the threshold density contrast δc was chosen to ensure a good match between the theoretical prediction and the curves from the A1 simulation at the early epoch. We used δc = 1.15 for the theoretical curves.
We find that the qualitative features of the mass function are reproduced correctly by the analytical approximation, namely:
• The number density of the most massive haloes declines rapidly as the effective box size is reduced.
• The number density of low mass haloes increases as the effective box size is reduced. This feature is visible only at the late epoch.
However, at a quantitative level there are two discrepancies.
• The mass scale where the number density of haloes begins to fall off is not computed correctly in our formalism.
• The magnitude of over-estimation of the number density of low mass haloes is much larger in the analytical calculation as compared to the variation seen in simulations.
Velocities
In our discussion of analytical estimates of the effects of a finite box size on observable quantities, we have so far omitted any discussion of velocity statistics. The main reason for this is that the power spectrum for velocity is different as compared to the power spectrum for density and one can get divergences for quantities analogous to the second order estimators analogous to σ 2 for models with −3 < n ≤ −1. This is due to a more significant contribution of long wave modes to the velocity field than is the case for density. Relative velocity statistics are more relevant on physical grounds and we use these for an empirical study of the effects of a finite box size on velocities. It is also important to check whether considerations related to velocity statistics put a stronger constraint on the box size required for simulations of a given model.
We measure the radial pair velocity and also the pair velocity dispersion in the simulations used in this work. These quantities are defined as follows:
where the averaging is done over all pairs of particles with separation rij = |(rj − ri)| = r. In practice this is done in a narrow bin in r. Here a is the scale factor, H is the Hubble parameter and vi is the velocity of the ith particle. Similarly, the relative pair velocity dispersion is defined as:
where vij is the relative velocity for a pair of particles, and averaging is done over pairs with separation r. Dividing by a 2 H 2 r 2 ij gives us a dimensionless quantity and the usefulness of this is apparent from the following discussion.
We have plotted the radial component of pair velocity as a function of scale r in the top row of Figure 4 . Panels in the top row show the pair velocity for the different models at early and late epochs. In each panel, we find that the dependence of pair velocity on r is very sensitive to the small k cutoff used in generating the initial conditions for the simulation. It has been known for some time (Hamilton et al. 1991; Nityananda & Padmanabhan 1994 ) that h is an almost universal function ofξ. This is certainly true in the linear regime where h = 2ξ/3 for clustering in an Einstein-de Sitter universe (Peebles 1980) . In order to exploit this aspect, and also to check whether the relation between h andξ in the weakly nonlinear regime is sensitive to the box size, we plot h as a function of ξ at the same scale in the second row of Figure 4 . We find that all the models fall along the same line in this case and variations induced by the finite box size are small even in the weakly non-linear regime.
The third row of Figure 4 shows the relative velocity dispersion as a function of scale and the last row shows the same as a function ofξ. Again, we find that although the relative pair velocity dispersion at a given scale is sensitive to the size of the simulation box, its dependence onξ is not affected by the large scale cutoff. Thus we can use estimates of the correction inξ to get an estimate of corrections in pair velocity statistics.
Non-Linear Correlation Function
We have outlined the method for estimating the initial/linearly extrapolated rms amplitude of density perturbations in N-Body simulations. The same approach can be used to estimate other measures of the amplitude of perturbations, e.g., the averaged two point correlation functionξ (Bagla & Prasad 2006) . Given that the radial component of pair velocity is an almost universal function ofξ, as seen in Figure 4 , we can use scaling relations (Hamilton et al. 1991; Peacock & Dodds 1994; Nityananda & Padmanabhan 1994; Jain et al. 1995; Peacock & Dodds 1996; Smith et al. 2003) to compute the non-linearξ from the linearly extrapolated estimate. There is one subtle issue here, namely, many of the scaling relations are written in terms of the power spectrum and this is realised correctly in N-Body simulations. Therefore we are limited to those variants of scaling relations that take the shape of the linearly extrapolated correlation function into account (Hamilton et al. 1991; Smith et al. 2003) . We choose to work with Hamilton et al. (1991) for the purpose of illustration as the scaling relation here is specified purely in terms ofξ and suits our purpose better. The scaling relation due to Hamilton et al. (1991) can be written as:
ξ (a, r) = y + 0.358y 3 + 0.0236y 6 1 + 0.0134y 3 + 0.00202y 9/2
where y =ξL(a, l) is the linearly evolvedξ at scale l. Scales l and r are related as l 3 = r 3 (1 +ξ(r)). This scaling relation is likely to be a poor approximation, particularly for large negative indices in the extreme non-linear regime but should suffice for the purpose of illustration. Figure 5 shows the linearly extrapolatedξ, the non-linear ξ obtained from scaling relations and also the non-linearξ obtained from N-Body simulations for each of the six simulations listed in Table 1 . The plots are for the late epoch corresponding to r nl = 8 grid lengths in the model without a cutoff. We find that in cases with the natural cutoff of k f , there is poor agreement between the simulated values and the analytical estimate. This is true even for the linearly extrapolated estimate and we believe it is caused by a few large scale modes with exceptionally high power.
Simulations with an imposed cutoff agree well with the analytical predictions at scales whereξ ≤ 10, though there is some divergence at larger scales. Given that the disagreement occurs for the A1 and B1 simulations and can be seen inξ as well as S3, but there is good agreement for simulations A2, A3, B2 and B3, we feel that our interpretation is correct. Further, we may claim that the method outlined for estimating the effect of box size in the linearly extrap-olatedξ, S3, as well as the non-linearξ works fairly well, at least in the weakly non-linear regime.
SUMMARY
The conclusions of this paper may be summarised as follows:
• We have extended our formalism for estimating the effects of a finite box size beyond the second moment of the density field. We have given explicit expressions for estimating the Skewness and Kurtosis in the weakly non-linear regime when a model is simulated in a finite box size. • We have tested the predictions of our formalism by comparing these with the values of physical quantities in N-Body simulations where the large scale modes are set to zero without changing the small scale modes.
• We find that the formalism makes accurate predictions for the finite box size effects on the averaged two point correlation function ξ and Skewness.
• We find that the formalism correctly predicts all the qualitative features of the mass function of a model simulated in a finite box size. In this case, we do not find a good quantitative match when the Press-Schechter mass function is used.
• We studied the effects of a finite box size on relative velocities. We find that the effects on relative velocities mirror the effects on ξ.
• We argue that the formalism we have proposed for estimating corrections in the linearly extrapolated amplitude of clustering can be extended to the non-linear regime with the help of non-linear scaling relations.
It is desirable that in N-Body simulations the intended model is reproduced at all scales between the resolution of the simulation and a fairly large fraction of the simulation box. The outer scale up to which the model can be reproduced fixes the effective dynamical range of simulations. One would like S3 be within a stated tolerance of the expected value at this scale. We plot S3 1 /S3 0 for power law models at the scale L box /20, L box /10 and L box /5 in the top panel of Figure 6 . These are plotted as a function of n + 3.
It can be shown that this ratio, as also σ1/σ0 are functions of scale only through the ratio r/L box . We find that S3 1 /S3 0 is large for large negative n and decreases monotonically as n increases. This ratio is smaller than 10% only for n ≥ 0.8 at r = L box /5. The corresponding number for r = L box /10 is n ≥ −1.6, and for L box /20 it is n ≥ −0.2 Clearly, the effective dynamic range becomes smaller as n + 3 −→ 0. This highlights the difficulties associated with simulating such models.
Similarly, one would like σ 2 and σ 2 0 to be comparable at the scale of non-linearity. From requirements of self similar evolution of power law models in simulations, we find that at the scale of non-linearity C1 ≤ 0.03 is required for the effects of a finite box size to be ignorable. This gives us a lower bound on L box /r nl for any given model. The lower panel shows the required L box /r nl as a function of n + 3 for C1 = 0.01, 0.03 and 0.1. Here C1 is the asymptotic value of σ 2 1 at r L box and is a fairly good approximation at small scales. We find that the required L box /r nl for n = −2 is more than 100 for C 2 1 = 0.3 at the scale of nonlinearity. Thus we need a simulation with L box ≥ 10 3 if we are to probe the strongly non-linear regime correctly. Requirements for models with n < −2 are much more stringent, and for models like n = −2.5 even the largest simulations cannot be used to study the asymptotic regime.
Given that the formalism we have proposed works well when compared with simulations, and the fact that calculations in this formalism are fairly straightforward, we would like to urge the cos- Figure 6 . Thtop panel shows the variation in the fractional correction in S 3 i.e., S 3 1 /S 3 0 (see Eqn. (4)), with the index of power spectrum at the scales L box /5 (top curve), L box /10 (middle curve) and L box /20 (lowest line). For a given tolerance of the error in S 3 due to finite box effects, this gives us the largest scale at which the simulation may be expected to give reliable results. The lower panel shows contours of C 1 at the scale of non-linearity (σ 0 = 1) for values C 1 = 0.01 (top curve), 0.03 (middle curve) and 0.1 (lower curve). The contours are plotted on the L box /r nl − (n + 3) plane and indicates the box size required for reliable simulations of a given model. mological N-Body simulations community to make use of this formalism. We would like to request simulators to report the fractional corrections to the linearly extrapolated amplitude of clustering and the fractional correction to Skewness across the range of scales of interest. This will enable users of simulations to assess potential errors arising due to a finite simulation volume.
